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The use of simulation in the field of surgery has become a heavily researched topic over the last few decades, but it is by no means a new concept. The first recorded use of surgical simulation dates back 2,500 years with evidence of nasal models for flap reconstruction made of leaf and clay.1 But simulation as we know it today did not take shape until the 1980s with the invention of the Comprehensive Anesthesia Simulation Environment (CASE) mannequins. The use of nonorganic simulation tools revolutionized the field and continues to play a large role in medical education. These modalities have become particularly helpful in the field of surgery because they allow for repeated practice of skills without sacrificing patient safety. Current surgical simulation has many forms that include, but are not limited to, live animal surgery, cadavers, benchtop simulators, virtual reality (VR) simulators, and robot assisted surgery (RAS) simulators.2 Each of these simulation techniques offer unique opportunities to learn, practice, and improve surgical technique in a high fidelity, minimal stress environment.

Speaking from personal experience, surgical simulation has provided me opportunities to learn and practice surgical techniques that would otherwise be inaccessible as a medical student. Through SCALPELS, a longitudinal clinical skills-based surgical curriculum at Jefferson, students have the opportunity to be involved with many of the different modalities of simulation. This program was started by a group of senior medical students and a Jefferson faculty member, Dr. Gerald A. Isenberg, with the hope of increasing students’ exposure to the field of surgery in their preclinical years. This curriculum represents a new trend in medical education and is founded on the 2008 AAMC recommendations for clinical skills in medical education. The ability to practice these skills in a simulation setting has been invaluable and has given me the confidence to use the skills learned to assist in a clinical setting.

While anecdotal experiences highlight the impact that simulation can provide for medical students, it is important to examine its broader effects from an objective perspective. One of the most important questions to ask is, “are the skills attained from simulation translating into patient-based scenarios?” A review article by Dawe, et al. found that students who became proficient in simulation-based training performed better in patient-based training than their counterparts without simulation training.3 The same study found that for procedures including colonoscopy, laparoscopic camera navigation, and endoscopic sinus surgery, simulation-based training was equally as effective as clinical-based training when tested in a clinical setting.3 These findings are encouraging and suggest that simulation-based training can be a reasonable supplement or even alternative to traditional early patient-based training.

There are many advantages to integrating surgical simulation-based training into medical student education, but limitations do exist. While the isolated use of simulation has been shown to be advantageous, many argue that solely providing sophisticated simulation equipment without integrating it into an educational curriculum will not lead to improved patient outcomes.4 Current research has found that while multiple simulation-based curricula have been created, there is a significant lag in their implementation due to inadequate human resources, difficulty determining how simulation integrates with existing educational strategies, and logistic barriers.5 A potential cause is the high cost that is associated with simulation technology and how cost can act as a barrier to its integration into mainstream curriculum. For simulation-based education to reach its full potential, more studies need to be performed to create and optimize complementary curricula to support the new simulation technology available.5

These findings expose the reality of the challenges in implementing research findings into practice. The practical integration of new curricula to support simulation technology has been struggling due to unforeseen organization and administrative logistical challenges.7 This highlights an exciting goal for the field of surgical simulation, which is to explore ways to optimize and logistically implement the new technology and proposed curricula available. Surgical simulation education is a field worth investing in because it has the potential to teach skills in a unique way that
We use our phones all day to communicate, check social media, and search the internet, but what if our phones could help us be better surgeons? Read on for some ways to turn your phone into an educational tool.

Podcasts to listen to...
- Behind the Knife: a weekly series that includes interviews with prominent surgeons, education material for passing the boards, and behind the scenes looks into surgery
- Surgery 101: a series of 10-20 minute episodes out of the University of Alberta in Canada that serve as brief introductions to surgical topics for medical students
- Legends of Surgery: Stories about the people and events that make up the history of modern surgery

Apps to download...
- Touch surgery: a free surgical simulator that walks the user through procedures and offers quizzes to test your mastery
- Human Anatomy Atlas: a virtual cadaver for reviewing anatomy
- Medscape: a resource of drugs, procedures, medical conditions, and the latest guidelines
- MedCalc: a great tool for calculating risk scores, lab value corrections, and more

Twitter handles to follow...
- @JEFFsurgery: Jefferson Department of Surgery
- @AmCollSurgeons: The American College of Surgeons
- @WomenSurgeons: The Association of Women Surgeons
- @john_SKMC: Gibbon Surgical Society

How technology can make you a better surgical student

Can ultimately lead to improved patient outcomes. I look forward to continuing my involvement in the exciting field of surgical simulation and taking advantage of the opportunities it provides me to improve my own clinical abilities.
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The LapSim® essence by Surgical Science (left) is the laparoscopic simulator used at Sidney Kimmel Medical College for the SCALPELS program. Screen captures of LapSim® essence modules are shown on the right.